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The Nordic Diet: Using Local and Organic Food to Promote a Healthy LifestyleSkyhorse Publishing, 2011

	The Nordic Diet is all about eating locally sourced seasonal ingredients in a balanced diet of protein, carbohydrates, and beneficial fats. The traditional diet of Northern Europe emphasizes quality homemade and homegrown food—with an attempt at moving away from processed foods—and consists of a wide variety of grains,...
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Black Hat Physical Device Security: Exploiting Hardware and SoftwareSyngress Publishing, 2005
Attacking & Defending Physical Devices for Software and Hardware EngineersThe security devices of today are much more complex than those long ago. While some still are just electronic transistors, diodes, capacitors and resistors, many now have software and communication-based features. Easy-to-use and easy-to-deploy,...
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PSP Game Creation for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2010


	Games have come a long way since their inception far in our past.

	The tools we have used in our game play have changed, as well, from knuckle

	bones to cards to board games to early arcade games to today’s spiffy video game

	consoles. The progression has been a lengthy one. Now hardware advances are

	even changing the way we...
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Defense against the Black Arts: How Hackers Do What They Do and How to Protect against ItCRC Press, 2011

	As technology has developed, computer hackers have become increasingly sophisticated, mastering the ability to hack into even the most impenetrable systems. The best way to secure a system is to understand the tools hackers use and know how to circumvent them. Defense against the Black Arts: How Hackers Do What They Do and How to...
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Realm of Racket: Learn to Program, One Game at a Time!No Starch Press, 2013

	
		Racket is a descendant of Lisp, a programming language renowned for its elegance, power, and challenging learning curve. But while Racket retains the functional goodness of Lisp, it was designed with beginning programmers in mind. Realm of Racket is your introduction to the Racket language.

	
		In Realm of...
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Augmented Reality: An Emerging Technologies Guide to ARSyngress Publishing, 2012

	Augmented reality (AR) is a technology whose time has come. Conceived in rudimentary

	form as early as the 1960’s, AR is only now becoming truly practical. Recent

	advances in mobile processing, coupled with an explosion in digital storage capacity,

	ubiquity of wireless broadband connections, mass adoption of smart phones, and...
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How to Solve It: A New Aspect of Mathematical MethodPrinceton Press, 1971

	A perennial bestseller by eminent mathematician G. Polya, How to Solve It will show anyone in any field how to think straight. In lucid and appealing prose, Polya reveals how the mathematical method of demonstrating a proof or finding an unknown can be of help in attacking any problem that can be "reasoned" out--from building...
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Character Emotion in 2D and 3D AnimationCourse Technology PTR, 2007
If you picked up this book, you are probably looking for a way to bring more emotion to your animated characters. Emotion in animation is much more than just depicting emotion in a character. In this book, character emotion is covered as well as other aspects of animation, such as environments and conveying emotion to the audience. My hope in...
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Developing C# Apps for iPhone and iPad using MonoTouch: iOS Apps Development for .NET DevelopersApress, 2011

	Developing C# Applications for iPhone and iPad using MonoTouch shows you how to use your existing C# skills to write apps for the iPhone and iPad. Fortunately, there's MonoTouch, Novell's .NET library that allows C# developers to write C# code that executes in iOS. Furthermore, MonoTouch allows you to address all the unique...
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Unity Multiplayer GamesPackt Publishing, 2013

	Take your gaming development skills into the online multiplayer arena by harnessing the power of Unity 4 or 3. This is not a dry tutorial - it uses exciting examples and an enthusiastic approach to bring it all to life.


	Overview

	
		Create a variety of multiplayer games and apps in the Unity 4 game engine,...
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Swift Game Programming for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2015

	Swift Game Programming for Absolute Beginners teaches Apple’s Swift language in the context of four, fun and colorful games. Learn the Swift 2.0 language, and learn to create game apps for iOS at the same time – a double win!


	The four games you’ll develop while reading this book are:

	...
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Food Webs and Biodiversity: Foundations, Models, DataJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Food webs have now been addressed in empirical and theoretical research for more than 50 years. Yet, even elementary foundational issues are still hotly debated. One difficulty is that a multitude of processes need to be taken into account to understand the patterns found empirically in the structure of food webs and communities.

...
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